Savannah's Scoring Rubric

**Demonstration of expected behavior (Savannah showed...)**

4 points—Expected Behavior the entire time and exceeded expectations
3.5 points—Expected behavior the entire time
2 points—Expected behavior nearly all of the time
2.5 points—Expected behavior most of the time
2 points—Expected behavior some of the time
1.5 points—Expected behavior little of the time
1 point—No expected behavior did not participate

**Prompts (reminders to follow directions)**

4 points—Zero prompts given
3.5 points—1 extra prompt given
3 points—2 prompts given
2.5 points—3 prompts given
2 points—4 prompts given
1.5 points—5 prompts given
1 point—6+ prompts given

**Verbally and physically unsafe behavior**

4 points—All safe and kind words
3.5 Points—All Safe words and actions
3 Points—All Safe actions 1-2 unsafe words
2.5 points—1-2 instances of unsafe words or in others place
2 points—in others space, unsafe words/gestures—some of the time
1.5 points—in others space, unsafe words/gestures—most of the time

16 total points earns reward